
Euroduino 
Programming Breakout
Kit
Assembly Instructions



Euroduino Programming Breakout Description

The Euroduino Programming Breakout allows for programming of up to two Euroduinos while 
mounted in a rack. No more having to remove a Euroduino to program it.

Assembly
First unpack the components and lay them out as shown:

Make sure all of the components are present. If you are missing components, email 
support@circuitabbey.com for replacements.



Start by inserting the 6-pin headers. They are placed on the silk screen side of the board:

Flip the board over (carefully) and solder:



Make sure the headers are straight before soldering. One technique is to tack one pin, then check the 
alignment. If the header is not straight, carefully re-position it while heating the tacked pin with the 
soldering iron. Once the header is straight, solder the rest of the pins.

Next solder the shrouded connectors:

Be sure to align the connectors properly before soldering.



Mechanical Assembly

Start the mechanical assembly by attaching the standoffs to the connector board using the screws 
provided. Do not tighten the screws. Remember: do not tighten any of the screws until all the screws 
have been started.



Now attach the front panel using the remaining screws:

Once all the screws are started, go ahead and tighten them:



Installation

Attach the colored cables to the Programmer Breakout as shown:

Be careful to align the black wire with the label on the board.

Now attach the other end of the cable to a Euroduino:

If you have a second Euroduino you can attach it as well.



Congratulations!   Your Euroduino Programming Breakout kit is complete. 

Installation & Usage

The front panel is marked left and right. This is to distinguish which connector is for which euroduino. 
The cables are long enough that you can mount the in between or to the side of your Euroduinos. Either 
way, attach the cables such that the connector labeled “right” goes to the right hand Euroduino.

To use, simply plug in the programming cable to the connector of the Euroduino to be programmed. 
Then go ahead and upload a sketch. Note that while a Euroduino can be programmed while it is 
unpowered, this is not recommended. 


